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Abstract
The transition towards e-mobility raises the necessity for a smart thermal
management of vehicles. Waste heat becomes becomes sparsely available
and only at low temperatures. In addition, the battery requires a narrow
temperature window. Within the Austrian flagship-project Tes4seT, a novel
thermal management based on a compact thermal storage is developed for
hybrid vehicles. A sorption closed thermal energy storage system is designed
for this application, targeting at both high energy density and high power
density. In a hybrid vehicle, waste heat from the combustion engine may be
used to charge the thermal storage. These requirements and the corresponding temperature levels motivate a storage system design involving a fixed bed
heat exchanger coated with SAPO-34. A thermal energy storage system is
designed, assembled and investigated experimentally in a dedicated test rig.
The storage system including 2.5 kg of adsorbent is shown to provide cooling
up to a power of 2 kW, and an average of 1 kW for a period of 30 minutes.
Keywords: thermal storage, closed adsorption process, zeolite, adsorber,
fixed bed heat exchanger, reactor
1. Introduction
With the development of e-mobility, a smart thermal management of vehicles
becomes increasingly important [1, 2, 3, 4]. Waste heat becomes becomes
sparsely available and only at low temperatures. There are many thermal
components with specific requirements, and in particular the battery requires
a narrow temperature window for a proper functioning [5, 6, 7]. Development
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of novel thermal management strategies for e-mobility is addressed, e.g., in ,
[2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The application of compact thermal
energy storage for this task is discussed, e.g., in [17, 18, 19, 20].
Within the Austrian flagship-project Tes4seT, a novel thermal management using a compact thermal storage based on sorption technology is developed for hybrid vehicles. First results have been presented in [21]. This
manuscript reports on the design and the experimental assessment of the
thermal energy storage for this purpose. The critical components are discussed as well as the integrated system.
2. Method
The design approach is based on work in preceeding work on sorption storage
systems [22, 23]. A sorption closed thermal energy storage system is designed
for this application, targeting at both high energy density and high power
density. In a hybrid vehicle, waste heat from the combustion engine may
be used to charge the thermal storage. The key properties of the sorption
storage in this respect are that it can be charged using (waste) heat, and
that it can provide heat and cold on demand when discharging. Heat can be
extracted from the adsorber, while cold can be extracted from the evaporator
during discharge. The a vehicle including an internal combustion engine, the
coolant may be conveniently used as heat transfer fluid for charging the
sorption storage, which limits the charging temperature to 90-100◦ C. These
requirements and the corresponding temperature levels motivate a storage
system design involving a fixed bed heat exchanger coated with SAPO-34.
A corresponding thermal energy storage system is built up and investigated
experimentally in a dedicated test rig.
3. Component Design
Various evaporator/condenser desigs have been considered and discussed in
experiment. The required high power output suggests a design with a high
specific surface and heat conductivity. A promising possible approach is a flat
fin heat exchanger, as shown in Figure 1, left hand side. This heat exchanger
occupies seven litres net (45 x 2 x 80 cm).
The heart of the sorption storage system is the adsorber. The requirement
for high power calls for efficient mass and heat transport, such that in any
2

Figure 1:
Critical components implemented in the storage system. Left: Evaporator/condenser. Right: Adsorption reactor. A finned heat exchanger coated with SAPO34,
manufactured by Mitsubishi Plastics Inc.

design, all adsorbens must be very close to the heat exchanger and vapour
channels must be available in abundance. These requirements motivate a
fin heat exchanger coated with adsorbent, as shown in Figure 1, right hand
side. This adsorber is coated with SAPO34 (AQSOA-Z02), manufactured
and provided by Mitsubishi, Inc. [24].
The sorption equilibrium states of AQSOA-Z02/water have been discussed in [25, 26] The hydrothermal and mechanical stability of the coating
is investigated in [27] This adsorber has been investigated for chiller applications in open [28, 29] and closed sorption sorption systems [30, 31]. Different
fin pitches for such applications are discussed in [32, 33]. Thermal storage
applications have not been addressed so far.
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4. Experimental Results
4.1. Evaporator
Various evaporator/condenser designs have been assessed experimentally in
a dedicated test rig, with the target of a high power density at system level.
The corresponding boundary conditions have been fixed to be a vapour pressure of 20 mbar, realized by an overdimensioned plate heat exchanger and a
controller. The results are shown in Figure 2, right hand side, where a cooling power up to 2.5 kW was observed. The cooling power is fairly constant
over time and also over the filling level.
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Figure 2: Experimental results for the evaporator. The cooling power provided by the
evaporator is shown for a given environmental pressure of 20 mbar and two different inlet
temperatures of 20◦ C and 25◦ C, respectively. The power is shown versus time (left hand
side) and versus the filling level (right hand side).

4.2. Sorption storage system
For the experimental investigation of the adsorber, we have chosen to
make use of the full storage system including the evaporator/condenser discussed in Section 3 and 4.1. The dedicated test rig for this storage system
includes heat and cold supply for both adsorber and evaporator/condenser
and a control for the temperature levels, the power and the valve. A vacuum
pump and a strategy to remove inert gases is also required. The storage
system and its test rig are shown in Figure 3.
The boundary conditions for the experimental assessment of the storage
system are as follows. The storage was charged with a desorption temperature of 95◦ C and a condenser temperature of 15◦ C. For discharging, we
4

Figure 3:
rig.

Storage system assembled and investigated in experiment in a dedicated test

considered various scenarios, and present here results for adsorption temperatures of 40◦ C and evaporation temperatures of 20◦ C. The results for the
various temperatures and pressures in the storage system are shown in Figure
4. The opening of the valve at roughly 8:10 triggers the adsorption, which
aligns the pressures in the system, increases the adsorber temperature level
and decreases the evaporator temperature level, as seen in Figure 4. Figure
5 shows the various heating/cooling powers in the system during the adsorption process. The operating window is here defined to start by opening the
valve and to end when the cooling power falls below 200 W. This defines a period of 25 minutes, within which the maximum cooling power extracted was
almost 2 kW, the total cold energy extracted was 400 Wh, and an average
cooling power of almost 1 kW was found.
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Figure 4: Experimental results for the storage system. Left: Temperatures curves are
shown versus time for within the adsorption reactor (2x), its inlet and outlet, within the
evaporator (3x), the ambient, and the the vessel of the reactor. Right: Pressure measured
within the adsorption reactor and the evaporator, and calculated pressure according to
the saturated vapour pressure based on the temperature within the evaporator.

5. Discussion
For space and weight efficient integration of the storage system into a vehicle,
rectangular shaped vacuum vessels have been discussed. The storage system
investigated in this work, we estimate that using such surroundings a total
system weight of about 20 kg and total system volume of about 20 liters
should be feasible. Correspondingly, the system’s cooling performance can
be summarized as simultaneously achieving 50 W/kg (50 W/l) power density
and 20 Wh/kg (20 Wh/l) energy density at system level. Subject to the
specific requirements in the application, either (energy or power) can be
increased at the cost of dimishing the other.
6. Conclusion
The transition towards e-mobility requires novel strategies for a smart thermal management of vehicles. The present work discusses the design and
an experimental assessment of a compact thermal energy storage for the
particular purpose of cooling the battery of a hybrid vehicle. A sorption
closed thermal energy storage system using a fin heat exchanger coated with
SAPO34 is designed for this application, targeting at both high energy density and high power density. The storage system is shown to provide 1 kW
of cooling on average for a period of 30 minutes, which corresponds to a
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Figure 5: Experimental results for the power provided when discharging the storage
system. Heating (positive, from the adsorption reactor) and cooling (negative, from the
evaporator) power is shown versus time. The average cooling power is also indicated
for the window determined by the requirement of delivering at least 200 W. Power as
calculated from the temperature difference of inlet and outlet is indicated in the legend
by ’(hx)’, while calculation based on weight measurement and Dubinin theory is indicated
by ’(m)’. Heating power extracted from the adsorber is indicated by ’sorp’, while cooling
power from the evaporator by ’ec’. The brown line shows the average cooling power in the
window defined by having at least 200 W.

power density of 50 W/kg (50 W/l) and an energy density of 20 Wh/kg (20
Wh/l)at system level.
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